Crises, emergencies, and disasters happen. Disasters are different from personal and family emergencies, and not just because they are larger in scale. Disasters that take a toll on human life are characterized by change, high levels of uncertainty, and complexity.¹

In a crisis, affected people take in information, process information, and act on information differently than they would during non-crisis times.²³ People or groups may exaggerate their communication responses. They may revert to more basic or instinctive fight-or-flight reasoning.

Effective communication during a crisis is not an attempt at mass mental therapy, nor is it a magic potion that fixes all problems. Nonetheless, to reduce the psychological impact of a crisis, the public should feel empowered to take actions that will reduce their risk of harm.

This chapter will briefly describe how people process information differently during a crisis, the mental states and behaviors that tend to emerge in crises, how psychological effects are different in each phase of a crisis, and how to communicate to best reach people during these changing states of mind.

**Four Ways People Process Information during a Crisis**

By understanding how people take in information during a crisis state, we can better plan to communicate with them. During a crisis:

**We simplify messages.⁴**

Under intense stress and possible information overload, we tend to miss the nuances of health and safety messages by doing the following:

- Not fully hearing information because of our inability to juggle multiple facts during a crisis
- Not remembering as much of the information as we normally could
- Misinterpreting confusing action messages

To cope, many of us may not attempt a logical and reasoned approach to decision making. Instead, we may rely on habits and long-held practices. We might follow bad examples set by others.
We hold on to current beliefs.\textsuperscript{5,6}

Crisis communication sometimes requires asking people to do something that seems counterintuitive, such as evacuating even when the weather looks calm.

Changing our beliefs during a crisis or emergency may be difficult. Beliefs are often held very strongly and not easily altered. We tend not to seek evidence that contradicts beliefs we already hold.

We also tend to exploit any conflicting or unclear messages about a subject by interpreting it as consistent with existing beliefs. For example, we might tell ourselves, “I believe that my house is a safe place.” Before an impending hurricane, however, experts may recommend that we evacuate from an insecure location and take shelter in a building that is stronger and safer. Although the action advised is actually for us to evacuate our house to seek a safer shelter, we can easily misinterpret the recommendation to match our current beliefs. We might say, “My home is strong and safe. I’ve always been secure in my home. When we left last time, the hurricane went north of us anyway. I’ll just stay here.”

Faced with new risks in an emergency, we may have to rely on experts with whom we have little or no experience. Often, reputable experts disagree regarding the level of threat, risks, and appropriate advice. The tendency of experts to offer opposing views leaves many of us with increased uncertainty and fear. We may be more likely to take advice from a trusted source with which we are familiar, even if this source does not have emergency-related expertise and provides inaccurate information.

We look for additional information and opinions.\textsuperscript{7,8}

We remember what we see and tend to believe what we’ve experienced. During crises, we want messages confirmed before taking action. You may find that you or other individuals are likely to do the following:

- Change television channels to see if the same warning is being repeated elsewhere
- Try to call friends and family to see if others have heard the same messages
- Turn to a known and credible local leader for advice
- Check multiple social media channels to see what our contacts are saying

In cases where evacuation is recommended, we tend to watch to see if our neighbors are evacuating before we make our decision. This confirmation first—before we take action—is very common in a crisis.
We believe the first message.⁹

During a crisis, the speed of a response can be an important factor in reducing harm. In the absence of information, we may begin to speculate and fill in the blanks. This often results in rumors. The first message to reach us may be the accepted message, even though more accurate information may follow. When new, perhaps more complete information becomes available, we compare it to the first messages we heard.

Because of the ways we process information while under stress, when communicating with someone facing a crisis or disaster, messages should be **simple, credible, and consistent**. Speed is also very important when communicating in an emergency. An effective message must do the following:

- Be repeated
- Come from multiple credible sources
- Be specific to the emergency being experienced
- Offer a positive course of action that can be executed

**Mental States in a Crisis**

During a disaster, people may experience a wide range of emotions. Psychological barriers can interfere with cooperation and response from the public. Crisis communicators should expect certain patterns, as described below, and understand that these patterns affect communication.

There are a number of psychological barriers that could interfere with cooperation and response from the public. A communicator can mitigate many of the following reactions by acknowledging these feelings in words, expressing empathy, and being honest.

**Uncertainty**

Unfortunately, there are more questions than answers during a crisis, especially in the beginning. At that time, the full magnitude of the crisis, the cause of the disaster, and the actions that people can take to protect themselves may be unclear. This uncertainty will challenge even the greatest communicator.

To reduce their anxiety, people seek out information to determine their options and confirm or disconfirm their beliefs. They may choose a familiar source of information over a less familiar source, regardless of the accuracy of the provided information.⁷ They may discount information that is distressing or overwhelming.
Many communicators and leaders have been taught to sound confident even when they are uncertain. While this may inspire trust, there is a potential for overconfidence, which can backfire. It is important to remember that an over-reassured public isn’t the goal. You want people to be concerned, remain vigilant, and take all the right precautions.

**Acknowledge uncertainty.** Acknowledge and express empathy for your audience’s uncertainty and share with them the process you are using to get more information about the evolving situation. This will help people to manage their anxiety. Use statements such as, “I can’t tell you today what’s causing people in our town to die so suddenly, but I can tell you what we’re doing to find out. Here’s the first step…”

Tell them

- What you know
- What you don’t know
- What process you are using to get answers

Although we can hope for certain outcomes, we often cannot promise that they will occur. Instead of offering a promise outside of your absolute control, such as “we’re going to catch the evil people who did this,” promise something you can be sure that response officials will do, such as “we’re going to throw everything we have at catching the bad guys, or stopping the spread of disease, or preventing further flood damage.”

Former New York City Mayor Rudolph Giuliani cautioned, “Promise only when you’re positive. This rule sounds so obvious that I wouldn’t mention it unless I saw leaders break it on a regular basis.”

A danger early in a crisis, especially if you’re responsible for fixing the problem, is to promise an outcome outside your control. Never make a promise, no matter how heartfelt, unless it’s in your absolute power to deliver.

**Fear, Anxiety, and Dread**

In a crisis, people in your community may feel fear, anxiety, confusion, and intense dread. As communicators, our job is not to make these feelings go away. Instead, you could acknowledge them in a statement of empathy. You can use a statement like, “we’ve never faced anything like this before in our community and it can be frightening.”

Fear is an important psychological consideration in the response to a threat. Bear in mind the following aspects of fear:

- In some cases, a perceived threat can motivate and help people take desired actions.
In other cases, fear of the unknown or fear of uncertainty may be the most debilitating of the psychological responses to disasters and prevent people from taking action.

When people are afraid, and do not have adequate information, they may react in inappropriate ways to avoid the threat.

Communicators can help by portraying an accurate assessment of the level of danger and providing action messages so that affected people do not feel helpless.

**Hopelessness and Helplessness**

Avoiding hopelessness and helplessness is a vital communication objective during a crisis. **Hopelessness** is the feeling that nothing can be done by anyone to make the situation better. People may accept that a threat is real, but that threat may loom so large that they feel the situation is hopeless. **Helplessness** is the feeling that people have that they, themselves, have no power to improve their situation or protect themselves. If a person feels helpless to protect him- or herself, he or she may withdraw mentally or physically.

According to psychological research, if community members let their feelings of fear, anxiety, confusion, and dread grow unchecked during a crisis, they will most likely begin to feel hopeless or helpless. If this happens, community members will be less motivated and less able to take actions that could help themselves.

Instead of trying to eliminate a community’s emotional responses to the crisis, help community members manage their negative feelings by setting them on a course of action. Taking an action during a crisis can help to restore a sense of control and overcome feelings of hopelessness and helplessness. Helping the public feel empowered and in control of at least some parts of their lives may also reduce fear.

As much as possible, advise people to take actions that are constructive and directly relate to the crisis they’re facing. These actions may be symbolic, such as putting up a flag, or preparatory, such as donating blood or creating a family check-in plan.

**Denial**

Denial refers to the act of refusing to acknowledge either imminent harm or harm that has already occurred. Denial occurs for a variety of reasons:

- People may not have received enough information to recognize the threat.
- They may assume the situation is not as bad as it really is because they have not heard the most recent warnings, didn't understand what they were told, or only heard part of a message.
They may have received messages about a threat but not received action messages on how people should respond to the threat.

They may receive and understand the message, but behave as if the danger is not as great as they are being told. For example, people may get tired of evacuating for threats that prove harmless, which can cause people to deny the seriousness of future threats.

When people doubt a threat is real, they may seek further confirmation. With some communities, this confirmation may involve additional factors, such as the following:

- A need to consult community leaders or experts for specific opinions
- The desire to first know how others are responding
- The possibility that the warning message of the threat is so far outside the person’s experience that he or she simply can’t make sense of it—or just chooses to ignore it

Denial can, at least in part, be prevented or addressed with clear, consistent communication from a trusted source. If your audience receives and understands a consistent message from multiple trusted sources, they will be more likely to believe that message and act on it.

**What about Panic?**

Contrary to what you may see in the movies, people seldom act completely irrationally during a crisis. During an emergency, people absorb and act on information differently from nonemergency situations. This is due, in part, to the fight-or-flight mechanism.

The natural drive to take some action in response to a threat is sometime described as the fight-or-flight response. Emergencies create threats to our health and safety that can create severe anxiety, stress, and the need to do something. Adrenaline, a primary stress hormone, is activated in threatening situations. This hormone produces several responses, including increased heart rate, narrowed blood vessels, and expanded air passages. In general, these responses enhance people’s physical capacity to respond to a threatening situation. One response is to flee the threat. If fleeing is not an option or is exhausted as a strategy, a fight response is activated. You cannot predict whether someone will choose fight or flight in a given situation.

These rational reactions to a crisis, particularly when at the extreme ends of fight-or-flight, are often described erroneously as “panic” by the media. Response officials may be concerned that people will collectively “panic” by disregarding official instructions and creating chaos, particularly in public places. This is also unlikely to occur.
If response officials describe survival behaviors as “panic,” they will alienate their audience. Almost no one believes he or she is panicking because people understand the rational thought process behind their actions, even if that rationality is hidden to spectators. Instead, officials should acknowledge people’s desire to take protective steps, redirect them to actions they can take, and explain why the unwanted behavior is potentially harmful to them or the community. Officials can appeal to people’s sense of community to help them resist unwanted actions focused on individual protection.

In addition, a lack of information or conflicting information from authorities is likely to create heightened anxiety and emotional distress. If you start hedging or hiding the bad news, you increase the risk of a confused, angry, and uncooperative public.

**Media Coverage of Crisis and Potential Psychological Effects**

As we will see later in this chapter, most of us tend to have stronger psychological and emotional reactions to a crisis if it’s manmade or imposed. These types of crises also tend to have increased media exposure. The media will often show repeated negative images, such as the following:

- People who are dying or in distress
- People who lack food and water
- Animals that have been abandoned, hurt, or covered in oil
- Landscapes, such as collapsed buildings, flooded homes, or oil floating on top of water

Those who are indirectly affected by the crisis through media exposure may personalize the event or see themselves as potential victims. For example, on September 11, 2001, adults watched an average of 8.1 hours of television coverage, and children watched an average of 3.0 hours. Several studies show that the amount of time spent watching TV coverage and the graphic content of the attacks on September 11 was associated with increased post-traumatic stress disorder (PTSD) and clinical depression symptoms. This was even true for those far away from disaster sites. In addition, those who were directly affected by the attacks and watched more television coverage had higher rates of PTSD symptoms and depression than those who did not.

As you are planning your communication strategy, remember that even those people not directly affected by an emergency may have substantial psychological effects. Communication targeted at them will also need to use sound crisis and emergency risk communication principles.
Behaviors in a Crisis

Proper crisis communication can address a variety of potentially harmful behaviors during a crisis. Although it may be difficult to measure the impact, using good communication to persuade people to avoid negative behaviors during a crisis will save lives, prevent injuries, and lessen the misery people experience. Some of these negative behaviors are listed here, with advice on communication strategies to address them.

Seeking Special Treatment

Some people will attempt to bypass official channels to get special treatment or access to what they want during a crisis. For instance, in Richard Preston’s book Demon in the Freezer, an account of the eradication of smallpox, neighbors and friends approached the wife of a prominent government smallpox researcher asking for help to obtain smallpox vaccine in case of a bioterrorist attack with smallpox. The vaccine was not available for these people through official channels, so they reached out to someone with influence, who they thought could assist them.

This behavior may result from the following:

- A person’s sense of privilege
- A belief that officials cannot guarantee the person’s well-being
- An inflated need to be in control
- A lack of awareness of available resources

Whatever the cause, seeking special treatment can be damaging to the harmony and recovery of the community. If there is a perception that favored people get special help, it invites anger among community members and chaos when resources are made available.

Some supplies or treatments may first be given to priority groups who are either especially vulnerable to the disaster, such as children and elderly people, or whose safety is critical to an effective response, such as healthcare workers. The term “priority groups” may confuse some people, who may be unclear about what criteria are used to define priority and may assume they are important enough to be in a priority group. To avoid this, communicators can discuss those groups who have the greatest need for treatment without referring to them as “priority groups.”

Good communication can reduce some of these reactions. The more honest and open government officials are about resources, the better odds officials have of reducing the urge among people in the community to seek special treatment. The following communication strategies can help communicators persuade the public to avoid seeking special treatment:

- Explain what resources are available.
- Explain why some resources are not available.
- Explain that limited supplies are being used for people with the greatest need.
- Explain who the people are with the greatest need.
- Describe reasonable actions that people can take, so that they do not focus on things they cannot have.
- Keep open records of who receives what and when.

Remember, both people directly affected by the crisis and those who anticipate being affected by the crisis need enough information to help them manage anxiety and avoid behaviors that may divide the community.

**Negative Vicarious Rehearsal**

In an emergency, many communication and response activities are focused on audiences who were directly affected, such as survivors, people who were exposed, and people who had the potential to be exposed. However, these targeted messages will also reach people who do not need to take immediate action. Some of these unaffected observers may mentally rehearse the crisis as if they are experiencing it and practice the courses of action presented to them.

In many cases, this mental rehearsal can help to prepare people for the actions they should take in an emergency. This may reduce anxiety and uncertainty. As a communicator, you may encourage this type of mental rehearsal by asking an audience not yet affected by an emergency to create an emergency plan of action according to your recommendations.

Other times, spectators farther away from the emergency may be much more critical about the value of your recommendations because they have more time to decide their chosen course of action. In some cases, they may reject the proposed course of action and choose another. If a person rejects an action, it may be harder for that person to take that action in the future. For example, if people hear a story about a search and rescue effort for someone lost in the wilderness they may mentally rehearse how they would act in a similar situation. If they plan out creating an elaborate shelter, starting a fire, and finding food, instead of finding a simple shelter and water and waiting for rescue, then those are the actions they might choose to take in the event that they do find themselves lost in the wilderness. This would decrease their survival chances because they would waste their energy and resources on less important actions.

People practicing negative vicarious rehearsal might decide that they are at the same risk as those directly affected by the emergency and need the recommended remedy, such as a visit to an emergency room or a vaccination. These people, sometimes referred to as the “worried well,” may heavily tax response resources by requesting medical treatment they do not need. For example, during the 2011 Japan Earthquake, Tsunami and Radiation Disaster, people who lived on the west coast of the United
States and Canada began to worry about radiation exposure coming across the ocean from Japan. Because people very close to the danger in Japan had been advised to take potassium iodide (KI) to mitigate effects of radiation, some people in North America thought they should take KI too. In fact, when unneeded, KI has dangerous side effects and should not be used.

Communicators can help to address the effects of negative vicarious rehearsal by creating simple action steps that can be taken by people not directly affected by the emergency. Simple actions in an emergency will give people a better sense of control and will help to motivate them to stay tuned to your messages. During the Japan emergency, communicators related to people on the West Coast what they could do to help people in Japan; what they could do to learn more about actual levels of radiation reaching the United States; and directed them to fact sheets about when KI was and was not necessary. “Let your friends know KI can be dangerous when not needed” became a new action people could take.

When communicators create messages, they are likely to segment their target audience into groups who need to take different types of action. The challenge is to convince people unaffected by the emergency to delay taking the same action recommended to people directly affected unless it is circumstances change. Create alternative action messages for those people who are vicariously experiencing the threat, but who should not take the action currently being recommended to those directly affected.

**Stigmatization**

Stigmatization can affect a product, an animal, a place, and an identifiable group of people. It occurs when the risk is not present in the stigmatized minority population but people associate the risk with that population group. Stigmatization is especially common in disease pandemics.

If a population group becomes stigmatized, members of this group may experience emotional pain from the stress and anxiety of social avoidance and rejection. Stigmatized people may be denied access to health care, education, housing, and employment. They may even be victims of physical violence.

Crisis communicators must be aware of the possibility that, although unintentional and unwarranted, segments of their community could be shunned because some perceive them as being identified with the problem. This could have both economic and psychological impact on the well-being of members of the community and should be challenged immediately. This stigmatization can occur without any scientific basis. It can come not only from individuals, but entire nations. During the first avian influenza outbreak in Hong Kong during 1997–98 and during the first West Nile virus outbreak in New York City in 1999, the policies of some other nations banned the movement of people or animals, despite the absence of clear science calling for those measures.

Communication professionals must help to counter potential stigmatization during a disaster. You should be cautious about images you share repeatedly and understand that constant portrayal of a segment of the population in images may contribute to stigmatization. For instance, if the images accompanying a
news story about a disaster consistently show members of a particular ethnic group, this may reinforce the idea that the disaster is associated with members of that ethnic group. If stigmatizing statements or behaviors appear, public health officials must offset this with accurate risk information that people can understand, and speak out against the negative behavior.

It is important to remember that even if stigmatization decreases through the beginning of the crisis lifecycle, the stigma may return in the resolution phase. As misery and anger turns to fault-finding and blame, the group of people perceived to be responsible for the disaster could be stigmatized once again. Keep this in mind when creating your communication strategy.

### Harmful Actions Brought About by Crisis-Related Psychological Issues

Without communication from a source that is trusted by the audience to lessen the psychological impact, negative emotions may lead to harmful individual or group behaviors. These behaviors may affect the public's safety by slowing the speed, quality, and appropriateness of a crisis response and recovery. Crisis-related psychological issues may lead to further loss of life, health, safety, and property. Harmful actions may include the following:

- Misallocating treatments based on demand rather than medical need
- Accusations of providing preferential treatment and bias in providing aid
- Creating and spreading damaging rumors and hoaxes directed at people or products
- Offering unfounded predictions of greater devastation
- Encouraging an unfair distrust of response organizations
- Attempting bribery for scarce or rationed treatments and resources
- Depending on special relationships to ensure considerations based on desire, not need

People in a crisis tend to have more unexplained physical symptoms. Stress caused by a crisis situation will give some people physical symptoms, such as headaches, muscle aches, stomach upsets, and low-grade fevers. In emergencies involving disease outbreaks, these symptoms could confound the effort to identify those people who need immediate care versus those who need only limited treatment or limited access to medication.

### Positive Responses following a Crisis

Crises do not only create negative emotions and behaviors. Positive responses might include coping, altruism, relief, and elation at surviving the disaster. Feelings of excitement, greater self-worth, strength, and growth may come from the experience. Often a crisis results in changes in the way the future is viewed, including a new understanding of risks and new ways to manage them.
How quickly the crisis is resolved and the degree to which resources are made available will make a difference. Many of these positive feelings associated with a successful crisis outcome depend on effective management and communication. Positive responses may include the following:

- Relief and elation
- Sense of strength and empowerment
- New understanding of risk and risk management
- New resources and skills for risk management
- Renewed sense of community
- Opportunities for growth and renewal

**Risk Perception**

Not all risks are perceived equally by an audience. Risk perception can be thought of as a combination of **hazard**, the technical or scientific measure of a risk, and **outrage**, the emotions that the risk evokes. Risk perception is not about numbers alone.

**Don’t dismiss outrage.** The mistake some officials make is to measure the magnitude of the crisis only based on how many people are physically hurt or how much property is destroyed. Remember that we must also measure the catastrophe in another way: the level of emotional trauma associated with it.

As a communicator, expect greater public outrage and more demands for information if what causes the risk is manmade and, especially, if it’s intentional and targeted. Unfairly distributed, unfamiliar, catastrophic, and immoral events create long-lasting mental health effects that lead to anger, frustration, helplessness, fear, and a desire for revenge. A wide body of research exists on issues surrounding risk communication, but the following explains how some risks are more accepted than others:

- **Voluntary versus involuntary:** Voluntary risks are more readily accepted than imposed risks. *Example: elective knee surgery v. emergency appendectomy*

- **Personally controlled versus controlled by others:** Risks controlled by the individual or community are more readily accepted than risks outside the individual’s or community’s control. *Example: choosing to house a nuclear reactor in the community v. having a nuclear reactor built in your community against your wishes*

- **Familiar versus exotic:** Familiar risks are more readily accepted than unfamiliar risks. *Example: seasonal influenza v. a new respiratory illness*

- **Natural origin versus manmade:** Risks generated by nature are better tolerated than risks generated by man or institution. *Example: a natural disaster v. an oil spill*

- **Reversible versus permanent:** Reversible risk is better tolerated than risk perceived to be irreversible. *Example: having a broken leg v. having an amputated leg*
- **Endemic versus epidemic**: Illnesses, injuries, and deaths spread over time at a predictable rate are better tolerated than illnesses, injuries, and deaths grouped by time and location. *Example: seasonal influenza v. pertussis (whooping cough) outbreak*

- **Fairly distributed versus unfairly distributed**: Risks that do not appear to single out a group, population, or individual are better tolerated than risks that are perceived to be targeted. *Example: water pollution that is citywide v. water pollution in a minority neighborhood*

- **Generated by trusted institution versus mistrusted institution**: Risks generated by a trusted institution are better tolerated than risks that are generated by a mistrusted institution. *Example: air pollution by coal plant that is a longtime area employer v. air pollution by new and unknown company*

- **Adults versus children**: Risks that affect adults are better tolerated than risks that affect children. *Example: lead paint in an office building v. lead paint in a school*

- **Understood benefit versus questionable benefit**: Risks with well-understood potential benefit and the reduction of well-understood harm are better tolerated than risks with little or no perceived benefit or reduction of harm. *Example: chemotherapy for cancer is a risk with a well-understood benefit.*

- **Statistical versus anecdotal**: Statistical risks for populations are better tolerated than risks represented by individuals. *Example: an anecdote shared with a person or community, even if it is explained to be a “one in a million” event, can be more damaging than a statistical risk of one in 10,000 presented as a number.*
EPA’s Seven Cardinal Rules of Risk Communication

Various other sources give advice that supports what is found in this manual. The following rules are adapted from the Environmental Protection Agency’s *Seven Cardinal Rules of Risk Communication*:

1. **Accept and involve the public as a legitimate partner.**

   Two basic tenets of risk communication in a democracy are generally understood and accepted. First, people and communities have a right to participate in decisions that affect their lives, their property, and the things they value. Second, the goal should be to produce an informed public that is involved, interested, reasonable, thoughtful, solution-oriented, and collaborative. You should not try to diffuse public concerns and avoid action.

   **Guidelines:**

   - Show respect for the public by involving the community early, before important decisions are made.
   - Clarify that decisions about risks will be based not only on the magnitude of the risk but on factors of concern to the public.
   - Involve all parties that have an interest or a stake in the particular risk in question.
   - Recognize that people hold leaders accountable and follow the highest moral and ethical standards.

2. **Listen to the audience.**

   People are often more concerned about issues such as trust, credibility, control, benefits, competence, voluntariness, fairness, empathy, caring, courtesy, and compassion. They are not as interested in mortality statistics and the details of a quantitative risk assessment. If your audience feels or perceives that they are not being heard, they cannot be expected to listen. Effective risk communication is a two-way activity.
Guidelines:

- Do not make assumptions about what people know, think, or want done about risks.
- Find out what people are thinking by using techniques such as interviews, discussion groups, advisory groups, toll-free numbers, and surveys.
- Listen to all parties that have an interest or a stake in the issue.
- Identify with your audience and try to put yourself in their place.
- Recognize people’s emotions.
- Let people know that you understand their concerns and are addressing them.
- Understand that audiences often have hidden agendas, symbolic meanings, and broader social, cultural, economic, or political considerations that complicate the task.

3. Be honest, frank, and open.

Before a risk communication message can be accepted, the messenger must be perceived as trustworthy and credible. Therefore, the first goal is to establish trust and credibility. Short-term judgments of trust and credibility are based largely on verbal and nonverbal communications. Long-term judgments are based largely on actions and performance. Once made, trust and credibility judgments are resistant to change. In communicating risk information, these are your most precious assets. Once lost, they are difficult to regain.

Guidelines:

- State your credentials, but do not ask or expect to be trusted by the public.
- Express willingness to follow up with answers if the question cannot be answered at the time you are speaking.
- Make corrections if errors are made.
- Disclose risk information as soon as possible, emphasizing appropriate reservations about reliability.
- Do not minimize or exaggerate the level of risk.
Lean toward sharing more information, not less, to prevent people from thinking something significant is being hidden.

Discuss data uncertainties, strengths, and weaknesses, including the ones identified by other credible sources.

Identify worst-case estimates and cite ranges of risk estimates when appropriate.

4. Coordinate and collaborate with other credible sources.
Allies can be effective in helping communicate risk information. Few things make risk communication more difficult than public conflicts with other credible sources.

Guidelines:

- Coordinate all communications among and within organizations.
- Devote effort and resources to the slow, hard work of building bridges, partnerships, and alliances with other organizations.
- Use credible and authoritative intermediaries.
- Consult with others to determine who is best able to answer questions about risk.
- Try to release communications jointly with other trustworthy sources, such as:
  - University scientists
  - Physicians
  - Local or national opinion leaders
  - Citizen advisory groups
  - Local officials

5. Meet the needs of the media.
The media are primary transmitters of risk information. They play a critical role in setting agendas and in determining outcomes. The media generally have an agenda that emphasizes the more sensational aspects of a crisis. They may be interested in political implications of a risk. The media tend to simplify stories rather than reflect the complexity. Often the media emphasize wrongdoing, blame, and danger.
Guidelines:

- Remain open with, and accessible to, reporters.
- Respect their deadlines.
- Provide information tailored to the needs of each type of media, such as sound bites, graphics, and other visual aids for television.
- Agree with the reporter in advance about specific topics and stick to those during the interview.
- Prepare a limited number of positive key messages in advance and repeat the messages several times during the interview.
- Provide background material on complex risk issues.
- Do not speculate.
- Say only those things that you are willing to have repeated. Everything you say in an interview is on record.
- Keep interviews short.
- Establish long-term trust relationships with specific editors and reporters.

6. Speak clearly and with compassion.

Technical language and jargon are barriers to successful communication with the public. In low-trust, high-concern situations, empathy and caring carry more weight than numbers and technical facts.

Guidelines:

- Use plain language.
- Remain sensitive to local norms, such as speech and dress.
- Strive for brevity, but respect people’s needs and offer to provide more information if needed.
- Use graphics and other pictorial material to clarify messages.
- Personalize risk data by using anecdotes that make technical data come alive.
- Acknowledge and respond to emotions that people express, such as anxiety, fear, anger, outrage, and helplessness.
- Recognize and respond to what the public deems as important in evaluating risks.
Use comparisons to help put risks in perspective.
Avoid comparisons that ignore distinctions that people consider important.
Include a discussion of actions that are either underway or can be taken.
Promise only what can be delivered.
Follow through with promises and commitments.
Understand and convey that any illness, injury, or death is a tragedy.
Avoid distant, abstract, unfeeling language about deaths, injuries, and illnesses.

7. Plan carefully and evaluate performance.
Different goals, audiences, and media require different risk communication strategies. Risk communication will be successful only if carefully planned and evaluated.

Guidelines:
Begin with clear, explicit objectives.
Provide information to the public.
Offer reassurance that something is being done.
Encourage protective action and behavior change.
Stimulate emergency response.
Involve partners, businesses, and colleagues in dialogue and joint problem solving.
Assess technical information about risks. Know its strengths and weaknesses.
Pretest messages.
Identify important organizations and subgroups within the audience.
Aim communications at specific groups and subgroups in the audience.
Recruit spokespersons with effective presentation and human interaction skills.
Train staff, including technical staff, in communication skills.
Recognize and reward outstanding performance.
Evaluate efforts and learn from mistakes.
Crisis and Emergency Risk Communication During Different Stages of Crisis

In addition to the principles of risk communication described, such as expressing empathy and being respectful, it’s important to consider how the situation changes during each phase of a crisis and how risk communication can be applied during each phase.

Pre-crisis Phase

Important information and assumptions are set during the pre-crisis stage even before a crisis occurs. Develop plans and establish open communication during this phase.

Provide an open and honest flow of information to the public: Generally, more harm is done by officials trying to avoid panic by withholding information or over-reassuring the public, than is done by the public acting irrationally in a crisis. Pre-crisis planning should assume that you will establish an open and honest flow of information.

During the pre-crisis phase:

- Messages should be developed that anticipate and consistently answer expected questions.
- Messages can be tested by audiences to ensure they are culturally and demographically appropriate.

Resist talking down to an audience before a crisis by telling them they have nothing to worry about, especially when there is little action they can take before a crisis.

Emphasize that there is a process in place: Define the crisis response process, describe the roles and responsibilities for response, and outline possible solutions. Helping people understand the process before a crisis will make it easier for them to coordinate and take appropriate actions. It also gives you greater credibility.
Initial Phase

During this stage of acute danger, the priority for all is basic safety and survival. Most people respond appropriately to protect their lives and the lives of others. To reduce the threat, they create spontaneous efforts to cooperate with others. However, some may behave in disorganized ways and may not respond as expected. The more stress felt in a crisis, the greater the impact on the individual. Important causes of stress include the following:

- Threat to life and encounters with death
- Feelings of powerlessness and helplessness
- Personal loss and dislocation, such as being separated from loved ones or home
- Feelings of being responsible, such as telling oneself “I should be doing more.”
- Feelings of facing an inescapable threat
- Feelings of facing malevolence from others, such as deliberate efforts that cause harm

During the initial phase, the following CERC principles are important:

- **Don’t over-reassure:** Express appropriate and accurate levels of concern. Do not placate. Reassurance can backfire. Agree that the situation is indeed shattering and being afraid is a natural reaction.

- **Acknowledge uncertainty:** Offer only what you know. Show your distress, listen to your audience, and acknowledge their distress. Use messages such as, “It must be awful to hear we can’t answer that question right now…”

- **Emphasize that a process is in place to learn more:** Use messages such as, “We have a system (plan, process) to help us respond (find answers).” Explain what you know, what you are doing to help, and when you will know more (or a time for the next press conference).

- **Be consistent in providing messages:** Provide consistent messages, and qualify them in reference to a changing situation:
  - Alert the public that the messages or recommendations may change as more information becomes available.
  - Be sure that all responsible participants and any third-party communicators and partners are immediately aware when the message changes.

- **Put the good news in secondary clauses:** For example, “it’s too soon to say we’re out of the woods, even though we haven’t seen a new anthrax case in X days.” The main clause indicates that you are taking the situation seriously and that you are responding aggressively. The secondary clause includes the reassuring information without over-reassuring.
Maintenance Phase

During this phase, the crisis magnitude, the concept of personal risk, and the initial steps toward recovery and resolution are in motion. Emotional reactions vary and will depend on perceptions about the risk and the stresses people experienced or anticipated. At first people may appear to be elated, despite surrounding destruction or death, because they are relieved they survived. However, as the maintenance phase evolves, people may experience varied emotional states, including numbness, denial, flashbacks, grief, anger, despair, guilt, and hopelessness.

The longer the maintenance phase lasts, the greater these reactions. Once basic survival needs are met, other needs for emotional balance and self-control emerge. People often become frustrated and let down if they are unable to return to more normal conditions. Early selfless responses to the emergency may fall away and be replaced by negative emotions and blame.

The following CERC principles apply to the maintenance phase:

- **Acknowledge fears:** Understand that it is normal to be frightened. Don’t tell people they should not be afraid, as they have a right to fear the worst.

- **Express wishes:** Use statements such as the following:
  - “I wish we knew more.”
  - “I wish our answers were more definitive.”
  - “I wish we had a quick and easy solution.”

- **Give people things to do:** In some emergencies, suggested actions are directed toward those who have been exposed to harm, or may yet be exposed. In an emergency, simple tasks will help people gain back a sense of control and help keep them motivated to stay tuned to what is happening. Even those who do not need to take immediate action will be looking at recommendations and possibly vicariously rehearsing them. They might benefit from a meaningful role. Suggest a range of responses: a minimum response, a maximum response, and a recommended middle response.

- **Acknowledge shared misery:** Some people may be less frightened and instead feel high levels of misery and hopelessness. Others may feel defeated. Acknowledging the misery of a catastrophic event may help people move toward hope, particularly if there are actions that organizations and agencies can recommend.

- **Give anticipatory guidance (foreshadow):** If you are aware of possible future negative outcomes, such as side effects from antibiotics, let people know what to expect. If outcomes might be bad, tell them.
■ **Address the “what if” questions, when appropriate:** These are the questions everyone is thinking about and want answered by experts. It may be impractical to answer them if the crisis is contained and not likely to affect many people. It is reasonable to answer these questions if they could happen and people need to be emotionally prepared. If you do not answer the “what if” questions, someone else will answer them for you. If you are not prepared to address “what ifs,” you lose credibility and the opportunity to frame the “what if” questions with reason and valid recommendations.

■ **Be a role model and ask more of people:** People seek direction during the uncertainty of a crisis. As a spokesperson, especially one who is onsite and at some personal risk, you can model appropriate behavior. Good role models:

  • Remain calm while acknowledging and reflecting the experiences people are having.
  
  • Remember that people can tolerate considerable risk, especially voluntary risk.
  
  • Recognize the severity and complexity of the risk and acknowledge fears. This will help others tolerate risk during the emergency and work toward solutions.
  
  • Demonstrate a true willingness to go on with normal life as much as possible and to make reasonable choices.
  
  • Remain strong and steadfast.
  
  • Encourage and demonstrate altruism, hope, and resolve. The natural tendency to recover and rebuild are very common responses to crises. Encouraging those inherent traits will help people cope with uncertainty, fear, and despair.

### Resolution Phase

When the emergency is no longer on the front page, those who have been most severely affected will continue to have significant emotional needs. Emotional symptoms may present as physical health symptoms such as sleep disturbance, indigestion, or fatigue. They may cause difficulties with interpersonal relationships at home and work. At this point, organized external support often starts to erode and the realities of loss, bureaucratic controls, and permanent life changes come crashing down.

To maintain trust and credibility during the resolution phase, keep the expressed commitments from the initial phase. Failures or mistakes should be acknowledged and carefully explained.
Table 2–1. Effective Communication Recommendations

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>CERC Principles During Pre-crisis Through Resolution</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Pre-crisis</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Provide an open and honest flow of information to the public.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emphasize that there is a process in place.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Initial</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Don’t over-reassure.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Acknowledge uncertainty.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Emphasize that a process is in place to learn more.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Be consistent in providing messages.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Maintenance</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Acknowledge fears.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Express wishes.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Give people things to do.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Acknowledge shared misery.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Give anticipatory guidance (foreshadow).</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Address the “what if” questions, when appropriate.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Be a role model and ask more of people.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Resolution</strong></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>• Acknowledge failures.</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
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